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THERE have been many interesting results obtained concerning the classification of free 
differentiable actions of a compact Lie group G on a differentiable manifold M (e.g. [2], 
[3], [4], [6] and [17]). In general these results have shown that G cannot act differentiably on 
M or have classified the actions on some particular manifold M. In this paper we will 
classify all free differentiable actions of S’ on 1 -connected 6-manifolds. The results are more 
complicated to work with when H, M has torsion, although the basic ideas are the same. We 
will therefore assume that H, M is free until the last section of the paper, where we will 
discuss the classification when H, M has torsion. The following theorem is the main result 
when H, M is free. 
THEOREM 4. For each positive integer k, there exist exactly two l-connected 6-manifolds 
M, and M, such that, each of M, and M, admits a free differentiable S’ action, H, Mi is free 
and the rank of Hz Mi is k for i = 1 and 2. Furthermore, one of M, and M, is 
s’x S4# ~~~#s~xs~#s~xs~#~~~#s~xs~, 
say M,, and admits two distinct free S’ actions. The manifold M, is not stably parallelizable 
and admits only one free S’ action. 
This result together with the results of [2] which classified the actions of S’ on 2-con- 
netted 6-manifolds completes the classification of free differentiable S’ actions on I-con- 
nected 6-manifolds except for a more explicit determination of the manifold M, above. It is 
known that these manifolds admit uncountably many distinct free topological circle actions 
[51. 
$1. CLASSIFICATION OF THE ORBIT SPACES 
We will suppose throughout this section that M is a I -connected 6-manifold, that H, M 
is free with rank k where k is a positive integer, and that G is a differentiable free action of S’ 
on M. 
We will let M/G denote the orbit space of the action, K will denote the non-trivial 
3-sphere bundle over S2, and L will denote S2 x S3. 
THEOREM 1. The manifold M/G is either the connected sum of (k + I)-copies of L or 
the connected sum of K and k-copies of L. 
Proof. Looking at the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration S’ --+ M + M/G, we see 
that rrl(M/G) = 0. From the Gysin sequence of the fibration we see that H,(M/G) is free and 
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has rank k + 1. In [l, Theorem 2.31, Barden shows that L # * + * # L, (k + 1)-copies, and 
K# L#... # L, k-copies of L, are the only differentiable manifolds satisfying these condi- 
tions, which are torsion free. 
92. CLASSIFICATION OF THE CIRCLE ACTIONS 
We will next determine that there is a unique manifold and action which has the con- 
nected sum of (k + I)-copies of L as its orbit space. 
THEOREM 2. The manifold S2 x S4# ... # S2 x S4#S3 x S3# 1.. # S3 x S3, with 
k-copies of S 2 x S4 and k + 1 -copies qf S 3 x S 3 admits a free d@erentiabIe action of S’ 
with L# ..’ #L, k + l-copies, as its orbit space; there is only one such action on this 
manifold, and this is the only l-connected 6-manifold admitting a free S’ action with 
L# . . . #L as its orbit space. 
Pro@ We will first show that there is precisely one 6-manifold with this property. 
Suppose M, and M, are l-connected 6-manifolds with free differentiable S’ actions G, and 
G, such that MI/G, and M,/G, are diffeomorphic to L# - - * #L. Then G, and G2 determine 
principle S’ bundles over L# . . . #L and each bundle is classified by a homotopy class of 
maps from L# a.. # L into CP”, the classifying space for principle S’ bundles. Hence 
we have the following commutative diagrams 
M *FSrn 
L 
f? M,IG, -+CP w 
M 2HSrn 
I h ’ 
M,IG,+CPm. 
Since CP m is a K(Z, 2), the homotopy classes of maps from Mi/Gi into CP O” are classi- 
fied by the image under the induced map of the generators of H,(M,/G,; Z). Now by looking 
at the Gysin sequences of the fibrations associated with Gi and of the universal bundle, it is 
easy to see that for suitably chosen bases, the maps ,f * and h* either map a generator of 
H,(M,/G,; Z) to a generator of H,(CP m ; Z) or to zero. Now since Mi is simply connected 
it follows that at least one of the generators of H,(M,/G,) is mapped to a generator of 
H,(CP “). Let a,, . . . , a,,, and b,, . . . , b,,, denote generators of H,(M,/G,) and H2(M2/GZ) 
respectively. We can assume that .f *(a,) and g*(b,) is the same generator for I I t I r and 
1 I s I II. Now there exists an isomorphism ci from H,(M,/G,) to H,(M,/G,) such that for 
each i, h* a’(ai) =f*(ai). In [l], Barden proved that there exists a diffeomorphism c( from 
M,/G, to M,IG, which induces CI’. Then the diagram 
F 
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commutes up to homotopy. It follws that r is covered by a bundle map which defines a 
diffeomorphism from M, to Mz which proves the actions Gr and G, are equivalent. 
It should be observed that by changing the basis in a suitable way we could have 
assumed that ,f*(ai) was a generator iff i = 1. Similarly for h* . 
For the existence of such an action we can define a map from L # * *. #L into CP m 
which takes the natural generator of H,(L), from the first factor, into the generator of 
H,(CP m ) and all other generators to zero. This is an easy obstruction theory argument. 
Then the induced total space of this bundle is the 6-manifold 
M= [S3 x S3 -(int {S’ x D5})] u [S’ x (L# ... # L)-(int {S’ x D*})] 
with a suitable identification on the boundary S’ x S4. (The last factor has k-copies of L.) 
Now we wish to show that A4 is S2 x S4 # ... # S2 x S4 # S3 x S3 # *.. f S3 x S”. 
Again using the Gysin sequence we know that M is l-connected and rank H2 M = k. By 
Wall [8], it follows that M = N6 # S 3 x S 3 # ... # S3 x S3 with (k + I)-copies of 
S 3 x S 3, since the Euler characteristic of M is zero. It also follows from [8], that N6 will be 
the connected sum of k-copies of S2 x S4 if the first Pontryagin class of M is zero. 
The manifolds S3 x S3 and S’ x (L # . *. #L) are parallelizable, and if P denotes 
S3 x S3 - (int {S’ x D5 )) and Q denotes S’ x (L # . *. # L) - (int {S’ x D5 }), then P 
and Q are parallelizable. Now p,[M] E H4(M; Z) and by looking at the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence -+ H3(S1 x S4; Z) + H4(M; Z) ip* 0 iz H”(P; Z) + H4(Q; Z) -+, we see 
that (if @ iG)(pl[M]) is zero. This follows froxfact that P and Q are submanifolds of 
M of dimension 6 and the Pontryagin classes are natural. But H 3(S1 x S4; 2) is zero so 
p, [M] must be zero. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. There are two l-connected 6-manifolds lrlhich admit a ,fiee d#erentiable 
circle action with orbit space K# L# * *. # L, k-copies qf L. One qf these B-manifolds is 
sz x s” # ~~~#s2xS4#s3xs3#~~~#s3xs3. 
Proof. We want to study the homotopy classes of maps from K # L # +.. #L into 
CP” with the property that the total space of the induced bundle is l-connected. This is 
equivalent to assuming that the induced map is non-trivial on H,(K # L # . . . # L). We will 
let f denote a map from K # L # . . * #Linto CP” suchthatf,]H,(K#L#...#L)is 
non-trivial. It follows from the Gysin sequence that there is a basis PI, . . . , /jk+l for 
H,(K# L # ‘. ’ #L) such that f*(pJ is the same generator of H,(CP “) for each i. Now 
K#L#**. # L has non-zero 2nd Stiefel-Whitney class since K has non-zero 2nd Steifel- 
Whitney class. Recalling that for simply-connected manifolds the second Steifel-Whitney 
class can be thought of as a homomorphism from the second homology of the manifold with 
integral coefficients to Z, , we can assume that 02(p1) # 0. 
We will now define two circle actions with orbit space K # L # ..a #L. Since 
ff,(K# L # ... # L; Z) M H,(K; Z) @ *. * @ H,(L; Z), 
let yr, . . . , yk+l be a basis for H,(K # L # **. # L) where each yi is a generator of the ith 
factor in the above sum. Then oz(yl) # 0 and o+(yJ = o,(y,) = ..a = ~+(y~+~) = 0. Let h 
andybemapsfrom.K#L#... # L into CP m such that h,(y,) is a generator of H,(CP “), 
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h4yJ = MyI), h, takes y2, y3, . . . , yk+l to zero, and g* takes h, y3 ;y4, . . . , yk+l to zero. 
An easy obstruction theory argument shows that such maps exist. First we show that any 
action with orbit space K # L # . . . # L is equivalent to one of the actions induced by these 
two circle bundles. Then we will classify these two actions. 
Step 1. There exists a basis xl, . . . , cc, for H,(X # L # * . . # L) such that w2(crl) # 0, 
w2(xi) = 0 for i > 1, andf,(ai) is either a generator or zero. 
Proof. Let a, = /3,. For i > 1, let C(~ = pi when w,(/?~) = 0 and C[~ = bi - aI when 
02(pi) # 0. It is clear that x,, . . . , a,, has the desired properties. 
Step 2. Suppose,f,(a,) is a generator of H,(CP “) andf,(cci) is zero for i > 1. Then the 
action induced by f is equivalent to the action induced by II above. 
Proof. This follows immediately from [l] since the map tli + + yi is an isomorphism 
preserving w2 and hence is induced by a diffeomorphism from K # L # * . . # L onto itself. 
This diffeomorphism will be covered by a bundle map which gives the equivalence of actions. 
Stop 3. Suppose f*(cri) is a generator for some i > 1. Then the action induced by f is 
equivalent to the action induced by g above. 
Proof The following map from H,(K # L # 3 . * # L) into itself is an isomorphism. Let 
al-+y, if f,(q) = 0 or 3, -+ y1 - y2 if f*(al) is a generator. Let c(2 -+ yi if f*(cr2) = 0 or 
z2 -+ y2 - yi if.f,(a,) is a generator. Let tli -+ yZ . For all other j, let CX~ + yi if f,(aj) = 0 or 
uj --f y2 - yj if,f(*aj) is a generator. Then as in step 2, this isomorphism preserves 0.1~ and is 
induced by some diffeomorphism. This diffeomorphism is again covered by a bundle map 
which gives the equivalence of the actions. 
Step 4. The actions induced by the maps II and g are distinct and the total space of the 
circle bundle induced by h is 
s2 x S4#... #s~xs4#s~Xs3#~~~#s3xss. 
Proof. To see that the total space of the circle bundle induced by h is 
s2 XS4#‘.. #s2Xs4#ssxs3#~~~#s3Xs3 
we argue as in the proof of Theorem 2. To see that II and g are distinct we observe that there 
is an embedded 2-sphere in K # L # * . . # L which represents y1 and hence has a non-trivial 
normal bundle. Since g*(yI) is zero, this 2-sphere lifts to a 2-sphere in the total space of the 
induced bundle with non-trivial normal bundle. Therefore, the induced total space has non- 
zero second Stiefel-Whitney class and is not homotopy equivalent to the induced total 
space of h. 
THEOREM 4. For each positive integer k, there exist exactly two l-connected 6-mantjolds 
M, and M, such that, each of M, and M, admits a free dtflerentiable S’ action, and 
H,(M,) is jree and has rank k for i = 1 and 2. Furthermore, one ofM,- and M2 is 
S2XS4# ~~~#s~xs~#s~xs~#~~~#s~xs~, 
say M,, and admits two distinct,free S’ actions. The mantfold M2 is not stably parallelizable 
and admits only one.free S ’ action. 
Proof This is merely a restatement of the results of theorems 2 and 3. 
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S3. CLASSIFICATION OF THE INDUCED INVOLUTIONS 
Each circle action on a manifold M induces an action ofZ, on M. We have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Two free dlrerentiable involutions on a I-connected 6-manijbld M with 
H, Mfree which are the induced involutions of dlrerentiable free circle actions are equiva- 
lent if and only if the circle actions are equivalent. 
Proof. This was proved in [2] for the case where the rank of H, M is 0. Suppose the rank 
of H, M is a positive integer k. Now by theorem 4 the manifold M must be 
s= x S4#.‘, # s2 x s4 # s3 x s3 # *.. # s3 x s3 
and it is clear that e,quivalent circle actions induce equivalent involutions. We must show 
that the circle action determined by the map It of Theorem 3 from K # L # . . . # L into 
CP m and the circle action determined by the map f from L # L # * * * # L into CP O” which is 
non-trivial on the first factor and trivial on all the others determine distinct involutions. 
It follows from [2] that the orbit spaces of the induced involutions are 
G,=[G-(S’ xintD5)]u[S1 x(L#...#L)-(S’xintD4)] 
andGr=[RP3xS3-(S’xintDs)]u[S1x(L#..~#L)-(S1xintD5)],whereGis 
the non-trivial 3-sphere bundle over RP3, and the identifications on the boundary are 
obvious. It also follows from [2] that the second Stiefel-Whitney class of G, is non-zero. 
But the second Stiefel-Whitney class of G, is easily seen to be zero since each of RP 3 x S 3 
andS’x(L#... # L) are parallelizable and the identification will not change 02. Hence 
G, and G, are not homotopy equivalent and hence the involutions are not even topologically 
equivalent. 
$4. THE CLASSIFICATION WHEN H,M IS NOT FREE 
Suppose A4 is a l-connected 6-manifold and G is a free differentiable action of S ’ on M. 
As before, the homotopy sequence of the fibration S ’ -+ M-+ M/G shows that n,(h4/G) is 
trivial. Assume that f: M/G --f CP m is a classifying map for the principle S ’ bundle S’ -+ 
M -+ M/G. Then we have the following commutative diagram where the horizontal rows are 
given by the Gysin sequence of S’ -+ M -+ M/G and the universal bundle S’ -+ S * + CP *. 
+ H,(M/G) --f H2 M + H,(M/G) -+ H,(M/G) -+ 0 
lf* lf* If* -If* 
-H,(P”)~H,s”-tH,(cP”)~H,(cP”)-,o. 
This diagram reduces to the following diagram 
0-+H2M +H,(M/G)-+Z+O 
1 lf* r 1= 
0-t 0 -+ Z --t z-+0. 
Now there is a splitting homomorphism from Z to H,(M/G) and a decomposition of 
H,(M/G) into Z @ H, M such that f* is the identity on the first factor and zero on the 
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second. It is now clear that the torsion subgroup of H, M is isomorphic to the torsion sub- 
group of H,(M/G), and thatf, maps the torsion subgroup of H,(M/G) to zero. Again by [l] 
we know that M/G is diffeomorphic to N15 # NZ5, where Hz Nl is free and Hz N, has no 
free generators. Hence the S’ bundle over N2 is trivial, and in the first part of the paper we 
classified all the S’ actions over N,, so we know how to classify these actions. 
THEOREM 6. Given a I-connected &manifold M, it will admit a free difSerentiable S’ 
action #(I) The torsion subgroup of H, M is either trivial or the direct sum of groups of 
fhe form Z, @ Z,, and (2) M is equivariantly dt@omorphic to M, U, M,, where M, is 
one of the manifolds of Theorem 4 with the interior of a product neighborhood of an orbit 
removed, M, is S’ x (N 5 - int D5 ), where H, N ’ is the torsior? subgroup of Hz M, and g 
is the obvious identification along the boundary. 
Proof: The only thing to observe is that the restriction on H, M is necessary since these 
are the only groups which can be the torsion groups of a l-connected 5-manifold. 
Unfortunately, the torsion subgroups of a l-connected 5-manifold do not necessarily 
determine the manifold. It is necessary to also know the homomorphism on the second 
homology which defines o2 to completely determine the manifold. 
Now as in the earlier sections we can determine if a l-connected &manifold does admit a 
free differentiable S’ action, and if it does, as before, it can admit at most two such actions. 
Similarly, distinct S’ actions will induce distinct involutions. 
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